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1 Introduction

According to the world health report commissioned by the World Health Organisation (WHO)
in 2004, enviromental risk factors contribute to disease burden in 85 of the 102 major disease
groupings. The specific fraction of disease attributable to the environment vary widely across
different disease conditions. Globally, an estimated 24% of the disease burden (healthy life
years lost) and an estimated 23% of all deaths (premature mortality) is attributable to environ-
mental factors. Large regional differences in the environmental contribution to various disease
conditions exist due to differences in environmental exposures and access to health care across
different regions[1].

Enviromental exposure to pollutants such as cadmium and thallium has been the subject of
many studies. Cadmium is a compound that is regarded as non-essential to human health. It
may get into the human body through water and food contaminated with cadmium, inhaling
cadmium contaminated air and smoking. Eating food or drinking water with high levels of cad-
mium can lead to severe irritation of the stomach, may cause vomiting and diarrhea. Breathing
high doses of cadmium can irritate, damage the lungs and can cause death. However, the great-
est concern is the exposure to lower doses of cadmium over a long period of time. The lower
and long-term exposure to cadmium through air or through diet can cause kidney damage. Al-
though the damage is not life-threatening, it can lead to the formation of kidney stones and
affect the skeleton, which can be painful and debilitating. In such instances lung damage has
also been observed. Cadmium may be detected in blood or urine. The presence of cadmium in
blood and urine confirm recent acute and moderate longterm exposure respectively [2].

In the past, thallium was used as a therapeutic agent to treat syphilis, gonorrhea, tuberculosis,
ringworm, as a depilatory for excess hair and rodenticide. Currently, thallium is used in the
manufacture of electronic components, optical lenses, semiconductor materials, alloys, gamma
radiation detection equipment, imitation jewelry, artist’s paints, low temperature thermome-
ters, and green fireworks. Thallium exposure may occur at smelters in the maintenance and
cleaning of ducts and flues and through contamination of cocaine, heroin, and herbal products.
Thallium may also enter the human body through food and water contaminated with thallium,
smoking, living near hazardous waste sites containing thallium, touching or, for children, eating
soil contaminated with thallium and through inhalation. Criminal and unintentional thallium
poisonings are reported in different parts of the world, some leading to death. The presence of
thallium may be detected in blood or urine [3][4].

Different exposures affect different organs and glands in the human body, cadmium and thal-
lium have been reported to affect the thyroid. The thyroid is a gland which is integral to reg-
ulation of development and metabolism and thus the impact of these metallic exposures may
be assessed by the examination of the state and functionality of the thyroid [5]. In order to
access the status of the thyroid, typically levels of Thyroid Stimulating Hormone (TSH) is
measured. The TSH is a measure of how much the hypothalamic-pituitary system is attempt-
ing to stimulate the thyroid gland. A ”normal” TSH is indicative of a thyroid gland that is not
failing or has not already failed.

On the other hand, in order to assess the functionality of the throid gland, the levels of Free
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Triiodothyronine (FT3) and Free Thyroxine (FT4) are checked. These are hormones that are
produced by the throid gland. Normal levels of TSH coupled with normal levels of FT3 and
FT4 are indicative of active throid that is working at optimal levels and is free of disease(s)
or conditions such as inflamation of the thyroid, goitre, graves disease, hashimoto thyroiditis
among others [6].

Table 1 shows a summary of the different clinical conditions associated with different levels of
TSH, FT3 and FT4. Normal serum TSH levels range between 0.5 and 4.0 µU/ml. Values of
0.1-0.45 µU/ml and 4.5-10 µU/ml although abnormal, have been associated with normal levels
of thyroid hormones. FT3 and FT4 normal reference values are 2.3-4.2 pg/ml and 0.9-2.4 ng/dL
respectively [7].

TSH FT4 FT3 Interpretation
Normal Normal Normal Normal thyroid
High Normal Normal Mild (subclinical) hypothyroidism (underactive thyroid)
High Low Low or Normal Hypothyroidism (underactive thyroid)
Low Normal Normal Mild (subclinical) hyperthyroidism (overactive thyroid)
Low High or Normal High or Normal Hyperthyroidism (overactive thyroid)
Low Low or Normal Low or Normal Non-thyroidal illness; rare pituitary (secondary) hypothyroidism

Table 1: Summary of conditions associated with abnormal levels of TSH, FT3 and FT4

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are widely present in urban air pollution, cigarette
smoking, food contamination or occupational exposure. The urinary hydroxypyrene is con-
sidered the main biological biomarker currently available to measure the exposure to PAH [8].
A limited number of studies have suggested that exposures to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) metabolites such as hydroxypyrene may affect sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG)
[9]. SHBG is a protein produced primarily in the liver, although the testes, uterus, brain, and
placenta also synthesize it. It serves as a transport carrier, shuttling estrogen and testosterone to
sex hormone receptors throughout the body. SHBG also safeguards these vital hormones from
degrading too rapidly and prevents their clearance from the body. It thus acts as the master
regulator of sex hormone levels, maintaining the delicate balance between estrogen and testos-
terone critical to overall health in aging humans.

Studies have shown that SHBG steadily rises with age, in addition, some enviromental fac-
tors have been associated with elevated levels of SHBG. Elevated levels of SHBG may lead to
testosterone being sequestered and thus functionally unavailable to healthy tissues. The ulti-
mate result is gynecomastia (the development of fatty breast tissue in men), diminished libido
and poor sexual performance, cognitive decline, and chronic fatigue [10].

Enviromental pollutants have been the subject of many researches which is understandable as
their effects on human health is severe. The statistics documented in the preamble demonstrate
this fact clearly. Interestingly, previous focus of research has taken one of two approaches.
Researches have endevoured to either determine the existence of possible effect of covariate(s)
of interest and enviromental exposure(s) on health outcome, that is

Outcome = Exposure(s)+Covariate(s)
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or the existence of possible effect of Covariate(s) of interest on Enviromental exposure, that
is

Exposure =Covariate(s)

The goal of this project was to determine whether the presence of exposures mediate the effect
of covariates on the health outcome in the population residing in Flanders, Belgium. The
concept of mediation or indirect effect is diagramatically decribed in Figure 1 and Figure 2 .
Figure 1 shows the effect of a covariate on an outcome. This effect is called total effect and is
labelled as path c.

Figure 1: Total effect of covariate on outcome

Figure 2 shows a number of associations, first the effect of the covariate on the outcome that is
not mediated by an exposure is shown, this is called direct effect (also called partial effect)
and is signified by the path c’. There is also the effect of the covariate on exposure defined
by the path a and the effect of exposure on the outcome defined by the path b. The role of
the exposure variable is that of the mediator. The idea of mediation analysis will involve the
assessment of the joint path a∗b. The path a∗b is also known as the indirect effect of the
covariate on the outcome. The basic premise of mediation analysis is that the total effect can
be decomposed into direct and indirect effect, that is.

c = c′+a∗b

Figure 2: Representation of mediating (indirect) effect and direct effect

To assess the mediating effect of different exposures or indirect effect of selected covariate(s)
on the outcome of interest, data from a study conducted by vision on technology (VITO) in the
years 2008-2011 in Flanders, Belgium was analysed. The data was collected from 8 regions
in Flanders with different enviromental characteristics. The participants were recruited by a
stratified clustered multi-stage design and belonged to 3 different age groups namely newborns
and their mothers, 14-15 year adolescents and 50-65 years adults. In the study, exposures to
various pollutants such as cadmium, lead, thallium, benzene among others were of interest.
For this project, a subset of the data collected from adolescents aged between 14-15 years was
analysed. Potentially useful covariates were pre-selected and the exposures considered were
thallium, cadmium and hydroxy pyrene.
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1.1 Statements of objectives

Determine the indirect effect of covariates of interest on human health using the four bio-
markers TSH, SHBG, FT3 and FT4 as outcome variables.
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2 Data description

The data provided consisted of 4 outcome with 606 observations. Table 2 shows information re-
garding the 4 outcomes while table 3 shows the information regarding variables associated with
outcomes TSH, FT3 and FT4. Table 4 shows information regarding variables associated with
outcome SHBG whereas table 5 gives information regarding the possible exposures associated
with each outcome.

Variable Description Units of Measurements
TSH Thyroid Stimulating Hormone µU/ml
FT3 Free Triiodothyronine pg/ml
FT4 Free Thyroxine ng/dl
SHBG Sex Hormone Binding Globulin nmol/l

Table 2: Description of the four outcome variables

Variable Description Levels
Persnr Unique number identifying each adolescent -
Par-edul Highest education level of adolescent’s parent 1= Lower secondary, 2= Higher secondary, 3= Tertiary
Adol-edul Highest education level of the adolescent 1=ASO ,2=TSO ,3=BSO
Season Season of year data was collected 1= Winter ,2= Spring ,3=Summer, 4= Autumn
Age Age of the adolescent Continuous
Gender Sex of the adolescent 1=Male, 2=Female.
BMI Adolescent’s Body Mass Index Continuous
Adol-brfd Adolescent breastfed as a baby? 0=No, 1=Yes
Smoking Adolescent smoking status 0=Never smoked, 1= Ex-smoker, 2= Daily

Table 3: Data description of all the variables associated with TSH, FT3 and FT4 outcomes

Variable Description Levels
Persnr Unique number identifying each adolescent -
Par-edul Highest education level of adolescent’s parent 1=Lower secondary, 2=Higher secondary, 3=Tertiary
Adol-edul Highest education level of the adolescent 1=ASO ,2=TSO ,3=BSO
Season Season of year data was collected 1=Winter, 2= Spring, 3=Summer, 4=Autumn
Adol-brfd Adolescent breastfed as a baby? 0=No, 1=Yes
Sober Adolescent sober when blood sample taken? 0=No , 1=Yes
Age Age of the adolescent Continous
BMI Adolescent’s Body Mass Index Continuous
Smoking Adolescent smoking status 0= Never smoked, 1= Ex-smoker, 2=Daily

Table 4: Data description of all variables associated with SHBG outcome
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Outcome Exposure Description
TSH BTL Thallium in blood

UTL-CRT Thallium in urine
HPYR-CRT Hydroxy pyrene

FT3 BCD Cadmium in blood
UCD-CRT Cadmium in urine
UTL-CRT Thallium in urine

FT4 UCD-CRT Cadmium in urine
HPYR-CRT Hydroxy pyrene

SHBG HPYR-CRT Hydroxy pyrene

Table 5: Data description of the possible doses associated with TSH, FT3, FT4 and SHBG
outcomes
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3 Methodology

3.1 Exploratory data analysis

In order to obtain insight into the data, exploratory data analysis was conducted by use of tables
and summary statistics.

3.2 Testing for mediation or indirect effect

3.2.1 Use of regression models

Baron and Kenny approach
Baron and Kenny proposed the the use of regression models to conduct mediation analysis.
The regression models are fitted in 4 steps, in each step the significance of the coefficients are
examined. To illustrate the steps, take 3 variables X,Y and M. Where X is the covariate of
interest, Y is the outcome and M is the potential mediating variable. The steps taken under
the Baron and Kenny approach are summarised in Figure 3. The purpose of Steps 1 to 3 is to
establish that relationships among the variables exist. If one or more of these relationships are
nonsignificant, one may usually conclude that mediation is not possible or likely. Assuming
there are significant relationships from Steps 1 through 3, one proceeds to Step 4. In the Step 4
model, some form of mediation is supported if the effect of M (path b) remains significant after
controlling for X. If X is no longer significant when M is controlled, the finding supports full
mediation. If X is still significant (i.e., both X and M both significantly predict Y), the finding
supports partial mediation [11].

The Baron and Kenny’s approach although popular often fails in testing for mediation for two
reasons; first, the significance of the indirect path (i.e. that X affects Y through the compound
pathway of a and b ) is not tested.

Figure 3: Baron and Kenny’s approach to mediation analysis1

1Source:Newsom1USP 655 SEMWinter 2012
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Second, mediation effect may be missed due to the insistence of significance of path c in Step
1 before mediation analysis is conducted. In more recent treatments of mediation analysis, it
has been pointed out that in situations where one of the path coefficients is negative, there can
be significant mediated effects even when there is no significant association between X and Y.
For example, if one of the paths in the mediation model is negative, a form of suppression
may occur such that positive direct and negative indirect effects tend to cancel each other out
to yield a small and nonsignificant total effect. (If a is negative, while b and c’ are positive,
then when we combine a negative a∗b product with a positive c’ coefficient to reconstitute the
total effect c, the total effect c can be quite small even if the separate positive direct path and
negative indirect paths are quite large). In cases where the mediator acts as a supressor variable,
inconsistent mediation is said to occur. For these reasons, the Baron and Kenny approach has
low statistical power [14].

Judd & Kenny difference of coefficients approach
Fortunately, there are alternative methods to Baron and Kenny’s method of conducting media-
tion analysis, these methods do not suffer from the drawback of the Baron and Kenny approach
as they involve the testing for the indirect effect. One of those methods was proposed by Judd
and Kenny. Unlike the 4 regression model steps of Baron and Kenny, only 2 regression models
are needed. The method is called the Judd and Kenny difference of coefficients approach, so
called because it involves getting the difference of regression coefficients from 2 regression
models.

Figure 4: Judd & Kenny difference of coefficients approach2

Figure 4 shows the 2 regression models fitted under this approach. The approach involves sub-
tracting the partial regression coefficient, B1, obtained in Model 1, from the simple regression
coefficient, B, obtained from Model 2. Note that both represent the effect of X on Y but that
B is the coefficient from the simple regression of Y on X while B1 is the partial regression
coefficient from a multiple regression. The indirect effect is the difference between these two
coefficients[11].

Bindirect = B−B1 = c− c′

The next stage is the testing of the hypothesis H0 : c− c′ = 0. There are a number of ways of
computing the standard error to be used in assessing significance of c−c′. One popular method
derived by Freedman and Schatzkin is expressed as

SEc−c′ =
√

s2
c + s2

c′−2scc′
√

1−ρXM

where

• s2
c and s2

c′ are the standard errors of raw regression coefficients of the effect of X on Y
and X on Y while correcting for M, respectively.

2Source:Newsom1USP 655 SEMWinter 2012
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• scc′ is the covariance between coefficient of path c and c’

• ρXM is the correlation coefficient between X and M

The Judd & Kenny difference of coefficients approach, c− c′, is easy to implement in simple
mediation models. One of it’s major drawback is that it’s not easily generalized to situations
where there are multiple mediators between a covariate, X, and outcome, Y. [12][13]. As such,
this approach is not widely used.

Sobel product of coefficients approach
This method is equivalent to the Judd & Kenny difference coefficient approach as it leads to the
same conclusion as that of Judd & Kenny difference of coefficient approach when testing for
mediation in simple models. Infact, for a model with simple model with a single X,Y and M the
2 approaches yield similar value of the indirect effect. This can be illustrated in the following
equations. In the introduction section, It was established that

c = c′+a∗b

which may be algebraically expressed as

c− c′ = a∗b

The term of the left side of the equation is the basis of the Judd & Kenny difference coeffi-
cient approach while the the term of the right is the basis of the Sobel product of coefficients
approach. Both approaches involve fitting of two regression models. However, there is a slight
difference between the 2 methods. Although the 2 methods involve fitting the same multiple
regression model, the simple regression model fitted in the Sobel’s product coefficient approach
is different as it involves fitting the regression model of M on X rather than the regression model
of Y on X.

Figure 5: Sobel product of coefficients approach 3

Figure 5 shows the 2 regression models fitted under this approach. After the fitting of the mod-
els, the product of coefficients is formed by multiplying two coefficients together, the partial
regression effect, B2, for M predicting Y and the simple coefficient, B, for X predicting M[11].

Bindirect = B2 ∗B = b∗a

Thereafter, the significance of the product of coefficients becomes the most important task.
This involves testing of the hypotheses

H0 : b∗a = 0
3Source:Newsom1USP 655 SEMWinter 2012
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To set up a Z test statistic, an estimate of the standard error of this ab product, SEab, is needed.
Sobel provided the following approximate estimate for the SEab:

SEab ≈
√

b2s2
a +a2s2

b

where

• a and b are the (unstandardized) raw regression coefficients that represent the effect of X
on M and that of M on Y corrected for X respectively.

• s2
a and s2

b are the standard errors for the raw regression coefficient a and b respectively.

The obtained estimate of SEab can then be used in the computation of Z = a ∗ b/SEab. The Z
statistic can then be used in testing for H0 : a∗b = 0. There has been alot of controversy, how-
ever, on how to compute SEab as the Z tests for the significance of a∗b assume that values of
the a∗b product are normally distributed across samples from the same population. Empirical
data suggests that this assumption is incorrect for many values of a and b. Because of this, it is
recommended that bootstrapping methods be used to obtain confidence intervals for estimates
of a∗b[14].

Bootstrapping has become widely used in situations where the analytic formula for the stan-
dard error of a statistic is not known and/or there are violations of assumptions of normality.
Bootstapping involves drawing a sample from the population (with replacement). The values
of a, b, and b ∗ a are calculated for this sample. This process is repeated many times (1,000
times, say). Subsequently, the value of b∗a is tabulated across these samples; this provides an
empirical sampling distribution that can be used to derive a value for the standard error of ab.
Results of such bootstrapping indicate that the distribution of b∗a values may be asymmetrical,
this asymmetry therefore has be taken into account when setting up confidence interval (CI) of
the estimates of b∗a [14] .

The obtained CI provides a basis for evaluation of the single estimate of b ∗ a obtained from
analysis of the entire data set. Bootstrapped CI’s do not require that the values of b ∗ a have
a normal distribution across all samples. If this CI does not include zero, then the conclusion
may be made that there is statistically significant mediation or indirect effect. Currently, there
are a number of SAS and SPSS macros that perform mediation analysis by using the Sobel
product of coefficients approach with the correponding bootstrap CI. The macros developed by
A.F. Hayes like indirect, sobel and process can be procured online free of charge and can be
used for this purpose[15] .

It should be noted that the macros, although, useful have some serious limitations, for one there
are restrictions on the use of these macros with categorical mediators and unfortunately cate-
gorical mediators occur frequently in practice. Morever, although one can incorpoarte many
continous mediators, this can only be done with the use of one covariate, X, and one outcome,
Y, at a single time when conducting test for mediation. This presents a problem for any (aspir-
ing) mediation analyst in cases where multiple covariates, multiple (categorical) mediators and
multiple outcomes are to be considered.

The solution to the problem is the use of Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) which allow
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the modeling of multiple associations at the same time. By using SEM, one can fit models
with multiple covariates and multiple outcomes. They have the added benefit of a number of
single Goodness of fit (GOF) statistics upon which one may assess how well the model fits the
data. In addition, software packages like SPSS and MPLUS provide tests of mediation using the
sobel tests and their correponding bootstrap CI’s for any specified path(s) that one may be in-
terested in. The possibility of being able to incorporate multiple covariates, multiple outcomes
and testing of several indirect effects makes SEM an attractive approach for mediation analysis.

3.2.2 Use of structural equation models (SEM)

SEM has become one of the techniques of choice for researchers across disciplines and is in-
creasingly a ’must’ for researchers in the social sciences [16]. It is a powerful tool to explore
and contrast hypotheses on causal relationships among variables. It studies causal relationships
assuming the existence of linear relationships, although non-linear relationships can be mod-
elled as well. These approaches do not actually prove causality, but they help to select relevant
hypotheses, discarding those that are not backed by empirical evidence. Although the presence
of a correlation between two variables does not necessarily imply the existence of a causal
relationship between them, the existence of a causal relationship between two variables does
imply the existence of a correlation between them. This is in essence the basis for the SEM
approach. Structural equation modeling assumes that there is an underlying mechanism that
leads to a theoretical covariance structure between a vector of random variables [17]. SEM is a
very general and convenient framework for statistical analysis that includes several traditional
multivariate procedures, for example regression analysis, factor analysis, discriminant analysis,
and canonical correlation as special cases [18].

SEM has its roots in path analysis, which was invented by the geneticist Sewall Wright in 1921.
It is customary to start a SEM analysis by drawing a path diagram. A path diagram consists
of boxes and circles, which are connected by arrows. In Wright’s notation, observed (mea-
sured) variables are represented by rectangle or square box, and latent (unmeasured) factors by
circle or ellipse. Single headed arrow or ’path’ are used to define causal relationships in the
model, with the variable at the tail of the arrow causing the variable at the point. Double headed
curved arrows indicate covariances or correlations, without a causal interpretation [18]. Arrows
not originating from a variable represent residual unexplained variances which are unanalysed
components of the diagram, which express current ignorance of the variables that determine
them [17].

In SEM, the terms endogenous and exogenous variables are frequently used to describe vari-
ables in the model that are dependent on other variables and those that are not dependent on
other variable in the model, respectively. Endogenous variables will have a directed arrow en-
tering into them (i.e., prediction) both from the substantive predictors and a residual term that
represents the variance not explained by the predictors. On the other hand, an independent (ex-
ogenous) variable is a variable that has causes that are assumed to be external to the model and
not influenced by any other variable in the model. Exogenous variables can only have double
headed arrows (i.e., correlation) going into them.
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SEM is usually not conceived in terms of directly measurable, possibly well defined, hypothet-
ical or theoretical constructs. It usually take into account potential errors of measurement in all
observed variables, whether it is endogenous or exogenous variable, from which observed and
unobserved(latent) variables come. The SEM framework consists of two types of models, Path
analysis, which is a multivariate regression model, and Measurement model, which describes
the relationship between set of observed variables and a set of unobserved (latent) variables.
Path analysis focuses mainly on the structural relationships between observed variables. On the
other hand, Measurement model focuses on the relationship between observed and unobserved
variables. For this project, all variables were observed therefore only path analysis part of SEM
was utilised.

3.2.3 Path analysis

Path analysis was originally developed by geneticist Sewall Wright to examine the effect of hy-
pothesized models in phylogenetic studies. A few decades later, Path models were adopted by
sociologists to describe human behaviour [19]. Path models can be perceived as an extension
of multiple linear regression , with several multiple regression models or equations that are esti-
mated simultaneously. Path analysis is used to explain causal relationship i.e how independent
variables influence dependent variables. Structural Equations explains the relationship between
endogenous and exogenous variable. However a variable can serve both as endogenous and ex-
ogenous. For simplicity, we can relate exogenous and endogenous variables to independent and
dependent variables respectively in linear regression analysis. The exogenous are assummed to
be measured without error. Due to complexity of the SEM, causal graphs called path diagrams
comprising of flow diagrams with rectangles, circles and arrow joining the various components
are often used to simplify it.

Indicator (observed) variable are represented by a rectangle or square while latent (unobserved)
variables that are estimated by the indicators are represented by a circle or ellipse. Paths be-
tween two variables comprise of single or double headed arrows and they seek to explain the
structural influence between the variables in question. There are four types of structural influ-
ence between two variables, say X and Y [20]:

• X→ Y: X structurally influences Y but not vice versa

• X← Y: Y structurally influences X but not vice versa

• X↔ Y: Y structurally influences X and X structurally influence Y

• XY: No structural relationship between X and Y

Figure 6 below is an example of a path diagram which describes the association between three
endogenous variables (Y’s) and two exogenous variables (X ′s).
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Figure 6: Path diagram example

We can visualize that, X1 and X2 are exogenous variables, Y1, Y2 and Y3 are endogenous vari-
ables. The arrows pointing to the endogenous variable represents error terms, which are not
directly measured and reflect variability in the outcome. X2 directly influences Y1, Y2 and indi-
rectly influences Y3 through Y2 [20][22].

3.3 Parameter estimation

3.3.1 Choice of parameter estimator

There are a number of parameter estimators available for fitting SEM. MPLUS offers 12 differ-
ent types of estimators. With so much choice, one has to carefully consider what is appropriate
to meet the required objective(s). The choice of the estimator depends on the type of data
at hand and the scale of the endogenous variable(s). For example, Weighted least squares
(WLS) does not require the normality assumption of the data to be satisfied. The estimates,
standard errors and chi-square statistic are computed using a full weight matrix, W, which is
a consistent estimate of the asymptotic covariance matrix of the sample variances and covari-
ances being analyzed. WLS typically requires large sample sizes, uses complete cases and is
prone to convergence difficulty. Another type of estimator is the Diagonally weighted least
squares (DWLS) called WLSMV in MPLUS. It employs the use of a diagonal matrix, W,
and requires that at least one of the endogenous variables be ordinal.Maximum Likelihood
(ML) is the most widely used fitting function for structural equation models. ML relies on
the assumption of multivariate normality of the data. In cases where multivariate normality
assumption has been violated, several estimators are available in MPLUS such which allow for
the computation of ML estimates with robust standard errors. Unfortunately, these methods
are not usable together with the bootstrapping technique required when computing CI for the
indirect effect. Therefore mediation analysis with these estimators is not feasible [21].
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For this project, Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator was chosen. That decision was mo-
tivated by several considerations. First, although ML has a limitation of the assumption of
multivariate normality and violations of this distribution assumptions are common and often
unavoidable in practice and can potentially lead to seriously misleading results, simulation
studies have suggested that under conditions of severe nonnormality, ML parameter estimates
are still consistent but not necessarily efficient. Second, when ML is used with bootstrapping,
the distribution assumption may be relaxed and thus one can be confident that the inference
made from the analysis is valid. Third, ML comes with formal statistical tests of overall model
fit for overidentified models such as RMSEA and SRMR that are not available with many other
estimators [24].

3.3.2 Maximum likelihood

Maximum likelihood or simply ML leads to estimates for the parameters which maximize
the likelihood L that the empirical covariance matrix S is drawn from a population for which
the model-implied covariance matrix Σ(θ) is valid. Maximising the log-likelihood function is
equivalent to minimizing the fitting function,

FML = log|Σ(θ)|− logS+ tr[SΣ(θ)−1]− p

where

• Σ(θ) is the model implied covariance matrix and |Σ(θ)| it’s determinant

• S is the empirical covariance matrix

• θ is the vector of parameters

• tr is the trace of the matrix while p is the number of observed variables.

The ML estimator assumes that the variables in the model are multivariate normal, S and Σ(θ)
in the fitting function are positive definite (which implies that the matrices must be nonsingu-
lar). If the observed data stem from a multivariate normal distribution, if the model is specified
correctly, and if the sample size is sufficiently large, ML provides parameter estimates and
standard errors that are asymptotically unbiased, consistent, and efficient. Furthermore, with
increasing sample size the distribution of the estimator approximates a normal distribution [24].

3.4 Model estimation

Due to flexibility in SEM formulation, a number of models can be conceived. However, not
all models can be identified and estimated. A basic principle of identification is that a model
cannot have a number of unknown parameters to be estimated than the number of unique pieces
of information provided by the data [22].

When a model is just identified or saturated, it contains the same number of parameters as the
number of elements in the observed covariance matrix. In this case every model parameter can
be uniquely estimated. A model is said to be over-identified if it contains fewer parameters
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to be estimated than the number of observed elements of the covariance matrix, in this case
there might exist no set of parameter estimates that reproduces the observed covariance matrix
exactly. Various statistical criteria, such as ML, may be used to choose parameter estimates
that approximately reproduce the observed covariance matrix. If ML or WLS is estimation is
used, statistical test of the goodness of fit of the model are computed. An under-identified
model contains fewer number of observed elements of the covariance matrix than the number
of parameters. In this case the model parametres can not be estimated [20].

The number of observed elements of the covariance matrix may be estimated by the following
equation

p(p+1)/2

where p is the number of variables in the model. The number of parameters in the model is
obtained as follows,

P+V +C+D

where

• P is the number of defined paths in the model

• V and C are the number of variances and covariances of exogeneous variables respec-
tively in the model

• D is the number of disturbance (residual error) terms in the model

The degrees of freedom (d.f.) of the model is obtained by taking the number of elements in the
covariance matrix less the number of parameters to be estimated from the model.

3.5 Goodness of fit

3.5.1 Descriptive goodness of fit measure

The coefficient of determination, R2, measures the goodness of fit of each equation in the
model. However, since there are several equations in SEM, a summary measure that would
assess goodness of fit for the model, as a whole, is necessary.

The formal statistical testing is done using the framework of traditional χ2 goodness of fit
test. In SEM, parameters are estimated by minimizing the fitting function, F(S,Σ(θ̂)), which
measures how close is the predicted covariance, Σ(θ̂), and the observed covariance, S. The
predicted covariance reflects the structure of the relationship proposed for the data, therefore, a
good model would have a small value for the χ2 statistic such that

χ
2 = (p−1)F(S,Σ(θ̂))≤ χ

2
p−1,α ,

causing H0 : S = Σ(θ), not to be rejected. In this case, the covariance structure fitted by the pro-
posed model is not significantly different to the covariance structure derived from a saturated
model, implying a good fit [20].

The tests mentioned above has several loopholes since they assume χ2-distributed test statistics.
They may not be robust to assumption violations, and their values are considerably affected by
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the sample size [26]. For a constant degree of freedom, smaller sample sizes lead to smaller χ2

values, while larger sample sizes lead to larger χ2 values [24]. Thus, large sample size would
tend to reject the null hypothesis even though the difference is not important [26]. Interestingly,
even model complexity could influence these test statistics. χ2 value decreases as more param-
eters are added to the model such that you either do not reject the null hypothesis because of a
correctly specified model or a highly overparameterized model [24]. Hence, several descriptive
measures for goodness of fit such as RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation) are
recommended.

For RMSEA, is the square root of the estimated discrepancy due to approximation per degree
of freedom,

ε̂a =

√√√√max

{(F(S,Σ(θ̂))
d f

− 1
N−1

)
,0

}
,

where

F(S,Σ(θ̂)) = the minimum o f the f itting f unction

d f = degree o f f reedom

N = sample size,

the following criteria could be followed [25]

RMSEA≤ .05 − good f it

.05 < RMSEA≤ .08 − adequate f it

.08 < RMSEA≤ .10 − mediocre f it

RMSEA > .10 − not acceptable.

For RMR, is based on the square root of the mean of the fitted residuals,

RMR =

√
∑

p
l=1 ∑

i
j=1 (si j−σi j)

2

p(p+1)/2
,

where

si j = an element o f the empirical covariance matrix S

σi j = an element o f the model− implied covariance matrix Σ(θ̂)

p = number o f observed variables,
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In principle, RMR values close to zero suggest a good fit. But as the elements of S and Σ(θ̂)
are scale dependent, the RMR depends on the sizes of the variances and covariances of the
observed. To overcome this problem, the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR)
which standardizes the scale of all variables prior to computing RMR is used. The rule of
thumb is that the SRMR should be less than 0.05 for a good fit, whereas values smaller than
0.10 may be interpreted as acceptable [27].

3.6 Variable selection

The data provided a number of covariates of interest, in order to select variables that were to
be included in modeling, backward variable selection was utilised for each set of outcome
and associated exposure(s). Categorical variables pose a challenge when conducting variable
selection as levels of the categorical variables are treated as distinct variables. This often un-
fortunately leads to some of the levels of the categorical variable being dropped in the process
of variable selection.

One of the ways of solving this problem is to select the variable(s) for modeling based on their
correlation with the outcome(s) of interest. A correlation matrix is computed between the vari-
ables and subsequently, instead of using the raw data as input data for PROC REG of SAS
software, the computed correlation matrix is used.

Care has to be taken however when computing the correlation matrix as the nature of variables
has to be taken into consideration. For ordinal variables, the popular pearson product-moment
correlation is not advised as the resulting correlation is often artificially deflated, instead poly-
choric correlations should be computed [32]. Polychoric correlation is computed by assuming
that two ordinal variables represent latent continous normally distributed variables[31]. Poly-
choric correlations were computed using the SAS macro POLYCHOR which is available online
free of charge[29]. Correlations between sets of continous variables may be estimated by com-
puting pearson product-moment correlation while correlations between ordinal and continous
variables may be estimated by computing polyserial correlations. Polyserial correlation is
computed as follows; the values of the continous variable are taken as they are whereas the or-
dinal variable is assumed to represent an underlying latent normally distributed variable which
is used in computing the correlation[30]. Pearson product-moment and polyserial correlation
were computed using PROC CORR of SAS software[32].

3.7 Software used

Data manipulation and exploratory data analysis was performed using SAS 9.3 and R 3.0.2. The
SEM were fitted using MPLUS Version 5.0. All hypotheses were tested at α = 5%. The codes
for data manipulation, variable selection and SEM fitted may be consulted in the Appendix.
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4 Results

4.1 Exploratory data analysis

Table 6, 7, 8 and 9 summarize the missing data patterns for the 4 outcomes TSH, FT3, FT4
and SHBG respectively. It was observed that amount of missingness was highest for the data
associated FT4 and TSH which had the same amount of missingness at 18.81% followed by
FT3 whose associated amount of missingness stood at 18.32%. SHBG had the least amount of
missingness at 8.33%.

The data associated with outcome FT4 and TSH had the largest number of missingness pattern
at 11 followed by FT3 which had 9 missingness pattern whereas SHBG had the least number
of missingness pattern which stood at 7.

Variables Count %

Group TSH Adol-edl Season Par-edl Gender Adol-brfd BMI Age Smoking BTL UTL-CRT HPYR-CRT

Complete

1 O O O O O O O O O O O O 492 81.19

Missing

2 O O O O O O O O O O O M 3 0.50
3 O O O O O O O O O O M O 69 11.39
4 O O O O O O O O O O M M 1 0.17
5 O O O O O O O O M O O O 4 0.66
6 O O O O O M O O O O O O 7 1.16
7 O O O M O O O O O O O O 2 0.33
8 O O O M O O O O O O O O 9 1.49
9 O O O M O O O O O O M O 1 0.17

10 O M O O O O O O O O O O 11 1.82
11 M O O O O O O O O O O O 7 1.16

Table 6: Missingness patterns for outcome TSH (’O’ denotes observed and ’M’ missing).

Variables Count %

Group FT3 Adol-edl Season Par-edl Gender Adol-brfd BMI Age Smoking BCD UCD-CRT UTL-CRT

Complete

1 O O O O O O O O O O O O 495 81.68

Missing

2 O O O O O O O O O O M M 70 11.55
3 O O O O O O O O M O O O 4 0.66
4 O O O O O M O O O O O O 7 1.16
5 O O O O O M O O O O M M 2 0.33
6 O O O M O O O O O O O O 9 1.49
7 O O O M O O O O O O M M 1 0.17
8 O M O O O O O O O O O O 11 1.82
9 M O O O O O O O O O O O 7 1.16

Table 7: Missingness patterns for outcome FT3 (’O’ denotes observed and ’M’ missing).

Summary statistics of the 4 outcome variables, exposures and 2 continous covariates, Age and
BMI, may be consulted on table 10 . It was observed that exposure HPYR-CRT and outcome
SHBG had the widest range of observed values. Frequencies of the potential covariates are dis-
played on table 11 . It was observed that the distribution of females and males was somewhat
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evenly distributed. The variable Gender, Season and Sober had no missing values.

Variables Count %

Group FT4 Adol-edl Season Par-edl Gender Adol-brfd BMI Age Smoking UCD-CRT HPYR-CRT

Complete

1 O O O O O O O O O O O 492 81.19

Missing

2 O O O O O O O O O O M 3 0.50
3 O O O O O O O O O M O 69 11.39
4 O O O O O O O O O M M 1 0.17
5 O O O O O O O O M O O 4 0.66
6 O O O O O M O O O O O 7 1.16
7 O O O O O M O O O M O 2 0.33
8 O O O M O O O O O O O 9 1.49
9 O O O M O O O O O M O 1 0.17

10 O M O M O O O O O O O 11 1.82
11 M M O O O O O O O O O 7 1.16

Table 8: Missingness patterns for outcome FT4 (’O’ denotes observed and ’M’ missing).

Variables Count %

Group SHBG Adol-edl Season Parl-edl Adol-brfd Sober BMI Age Smoking HPYR-CRT

Complete

1 O O O O O O O O O O 297 91.67

Missing

2 O O O O O O O O O M 3 0.97
3 O O O O O O O O M O 1 0.31
4 O O O O M O O O O O 6 1.85
5 O O O M O O O O O O 7 2.16
6 O M O 0 O O O O O O 7 2.16
7 M O O O 0 O O O O O 3 0.93

Table 9: Missingness patterns for outcome SHBG (’O’ denotes observed and ’M’ missing).

Variable N Min Max Mean SD
TSH 599 0.350 11.920 2.363 1.120
FT3 599 2.880 5.900 4.151 0.519
FT4 599 0.770 2.020 1.242 1.167
SHBG 321 5.000 137.330 42.866 19.764
BTL 606 0.002 0.099 0.0312 0.009
UTL-CRT 533 0.050 0.748 0.178 0.083
HPYR-CRT 602 2.200 2588.20 157.658 146.387
BCD 606 0.030 22.878 0.3097 0.991
UCD-CRT 533 0.028 0.705 0.2271 0.0968
Age 606 13.624 17.029 14.92 0.665
BMI 606 15.137 34.256 20.398 3.081

Table 10: Summary statistics of of outcome variables and doses
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Variable Level Frequency %
gender 1=Male 324 53.47

2=Female 282 46.53
Missing - -

adol-edl 1= 316 52.15
2= 192 31.68
3= 87 14.36
Missing 11 1.82

adol-brfd 0= 433 71.45
1= 164 27.06
Missing 9 1.49

season 1= 246 40.59
2= 232 38.28
3= 16 2.64
4= 112 18.48
Missing - -

Variable Level Frequency %
par-edl 1= 93 15.35

2= 181 29.87
3= 322 53.14
Missing 10 1.65

sober 0= 551 90.92
1= 55 9.08
Missing - -

smoking 0= 558 92.08
1= 22 3.63
2= 22 3.63
Missing 4 0.66

Table 11: Frequency distribution of the potential covariates

4.2 Inferential statistics

4.2.1 Outcome SHBG

Of particular interest, given the potential covariates, was to determine if HPYR-CRT (hy-
droxy pyrene) had any mediating effect on the outcome variable sex hormone-binding glob-
ulin (SHBG). The covariates to be included in modeling were selected by backward selection
procedure at α = 5%. First, the correlation matrix to be used as data input for PROC REG of
SAS was computed.

Table 17 in the Appendix shows the obtained correlation of all the variables. The results of
the backward selection are shown on table 18 in the Appendix. It was seen that the variables
Sober, BMI, Age, Adol-brd, Par-edl and HPYR-CRT were associated with the outcome.
Smoking was found to be associated with the exposure HPYR-CRT. Based on these findings, a
path diagram was formulated and is shown on figure 7. No evidence from literature was found
to suggest that parents education level might influence their children’s SHBG level. It’s asso-
ciation with the outcome SHBG may be due to the fact that it masks social economic status of
the region in which the participants reside. Therefore the variable Par-edl was excluded from
analysis.

The parameters to be estimated were 32 since there were 9 paths to be modelled, 6 variances
and 15 covariances associated with exogenous variables and 2 endogenous variables. There
were 8 observed variables which resulted in 36 elements in the covariace matrix. Since the
number of parameters to be estimated was less than the number of elements in the covariance
matrix, the model was said to be overidentified and therefore parameter estimation was indeed
possible. The the reported RMSEA and SRMR values were 0.000 and 0.005 respectively for
the model indicating that it possessed a good fit to the data.
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Figure 7: Proposed model for outcome SHBG

Effect: Ex smoker to SHBG
Total effect Indirect effect Direct effect

0.297(-6.501, 8.615 ) 0.109(–0.260, 1.007) -0.187 (-6.851, 8.776)

Table 12: Effect of covariate Ex smoker on SHBG

Effect: Daily smoker to SHBG
Total effect Indirect effect Direct effect

8.592(0.701 , 16.577) 1.918 (-0.239, 4.851) 6.674 (-1.330 , 13.924)

Table 13: Effect of covariate Daily smoker on SHBG

Table 12 and 13 summarize the effect of not being a ex-smoker and daily-smoker (compared
to never smoking) on outcome SHBG together with their corresponding 95% bootstrap CIs.
It was observed that neither of the variables had an indirect effect on the outcome. Without
controlling for the exposure, smokers have significantly higher SHBG levels than individuals
who have never smoked. There was no discernable significant differences between SHBG
levels of ex-smokers and those who have never smoked.

4.2.2 Outcome FT3

Given the outcome, FT3, the goal was to determine whether BCD (cadmium in blood), UCD-
CRT (cadmium in urine) and UTL-CRT (thallium in urine) mediated the effect of the co-
variates of interest. The covariates to be included in the model were selected by backward
selection procedure. Like before, a correlation matrix was used as input data for PROC REG
of SAS. Polychoric, polyserial and pearson correlations were computed appropriately for each
set of variables as needed. The computed correlation matrix may be viewed on table 19 in the
Appendix. Backward selection procedure conducted at α = 5% revealed that Age, BMI, Gen-
der, Smoking, Season and UCD-CRT were associted with outcome FT3. Adol-edl, Par-edl,
Gender, BMI and Smoking were associated with BCD whereas Age, BMI and Smoking were
found to be associated with UCD-CRT. Finally, Age and Smoking were found to be associated
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with UTL-CRT. Table 20 in the Appendix contains details of the backward selection procedure.
Figure 8 shows the diagramatic representation of the proposed path model. Like in the case of
outcome SHBG, the covariate Par-edl was excluded from analysis. Adol-edl was accorded the
same treatment as Par-edl.

Figure 8: Proposed model for outcome FT3

The number of paths in the model was 22 with 8 variances, 28 covariances and 4 residual terms
bringing the total number of parameters to 62. The model comprised of a total of 12 variables
which resulted in 78 elements in the covariance matrix. Since the number of parameters to be
estimated was less than 78, the model was said to be overidentified and thus parameters of the
model could be estimated.

The model was fitted and yielded RMSEA and SRMR values of 0.057 and 0.031 respectively
suggesting the overall fit of the proposed model to the data was adequate. The tests for me-
diation was conducted and the results of the estimates and corresponding 95% bootstrap CI
may be consulted on table 14 . The results revealed that there was a total and direct effect of
Age and Gender on FT3. There was an indirect effect of Smoking on FT3 through the UTL-
CRT (thallium in urine). This suggests that, compared to those adolescents who have never
smoked, adolescent smokers have 0.015 pg/ml higher levels of FT3 due to the mediation effect
of thallium.

Effect Total effect Direct effect Specific indirect path Indirect effect
BMI to FT3 0.000 (-0.013, 0.010) 0.001 (-0.012, 0.012) Through BCD 0.000 (0.000, 0.001)

Through UCD-CRT -0.001(-0.004, 0.000)
Age to FT3 -0.156 (-0.213, -0.099) -0.142 ( -0.199, -0.086) Through UCD-CRT -0.007 (-0.020, 0.000)

Through UTL-CRT -0.007 (-0.022, 0.000)
Ex-smoker to FT3 -0.003 (-0.190, 0.207) 0.013 (-0.158, 0.224) Through BCD -0.002 (-0.018, 0.003)

Through UCD-CRT -0.013 (-0.057, 0.002)
Through UTL-CRT -0.002 (-0.025, 0.024)

Daily smoker to FT3 0.055 (-0.045, 0.146 ) 0.057 (-0.053, 0.168 ) Through BCD -0.017 (-0.037, 0.055)
Through UCD-CRT 0.000 (-0.009, 0.000)
Through UTL-CRT 0.015 (0.001, 0.050)

Gender to FT3 -0.543 (-0.615, -0.468 ) -0.545 (-0.616,- 0.471 ) Through BCD 0.002 (-0.003, 0.009)

Table 14: Summary of results for tests of indirect effect with corresponding 95% bootstrap CIs
for outcome FT3
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4.2.3 Outcome FT4

The objective in this context was to investigate whether UCD-CRT (cadmium in urine) and
HPYR-CRT (hydro pyrene) mediated the effect of the covariates on the outcome FT4. The
covariates to be considered were selected by backward selection procedure. Like in the set-
tings of outcome FT3 and SHBG, this was done by using a correlation matrix as input data for
PROC REG of SAS. Similarly polychoric, polyserial and pearson correlation coefficeints were
appropriately computed as needed. The computed correlation values may be viewed on table
21 in the Appendix. The backward selection procedure conducted at α = 5% showed that the
variables Age, Gender, Adol-brd and UCD-CRT are associated with outcome FT4. The vari-
ables Season and Smoking are associated with HPYR-CRT whereas Age, BMI and Smoking
were associated with variable UCD-CRT. Details of the results may be viewed on table 22 in
the Appendix. Figure 9 shows the path diagram of the proposed model.

The number of parameters to be estimated was 68 compared to the number of elements in the
covariance matrix which was 78. Therefore the model was said to be overidentified and all
parameters of interest were estimable. The results from fitting the proposed model RMSEA
and SRMR values of 0.069 and 0.026 respectively indicating that the fit of the model was
adequate. The test for mediation was conducted and the results may be consulted on table 15
.It was observed that there was a direct effect of Age on the outcome FT4. Adolescents whose
measurements were taken in Spring also exhibited higher values of FT4 than in other seasons.
No indirect effects were detected.

Figure 9: Proposed model for outcome FT4
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Effect Total effect Direct effect Specific indirect path Indirect effect
BMI to FT4 -0.003 (-0.008, 0.000 ) -0.004 (-0.009, 0.000) Through UCD-CRT 0.001 (0.000, 0.002 )
Age to FT4 0.034 (0.010, 0.058 ) 0.031 ( 0.006, 0.056 ) Through UCD-CRT 0.003 (0.000, 0.007)
Ex-smoker to FT4 -0.005 (-0.085, 0.067 ) -0.009 (-0.093, 0.065 ) Through HPYR-CRT -0.001 (-0.010, 0.001 )

Through UCD-CRT 0.005 (-0.002, 0.019 )
Daily smoker to FT4 0.025(-0.048, 0.099 ) 0.031 (-0.044, 0.107) Through UCD-CRT -0.001 (-0.011, 0.005)

Through HPYR-CRT -0.005 (-0.025, 0.001 )
Winter to FT4 0.004 (-0.039,0.046 ) 0.004 (-0.049,0.046 ) Through HYPR-CRT 0.000 (-0.003, 0.002)
Spring to FT4 0.066 (0.021, 0.107 ) 0.066 (0.021, 0.108 ) Through HYPR-CRT 0.000 (-0.001,0.004 )
Summer to FT4 0.013 (-0.081, 0.116 ) 0.014 (-0.084,0.113 ) Through HYPR-CRT -0.001 (-0.016, 0.002 )

Table 15: Summary of results for tests of indirect effect with corresponding 95% bootstrap CIs
for outcome FT4

4.2.4 Outcome TSH

As in the 3 previous outcomes. The same approach was taken for outcome TSH. The expo-
sures that were considered to be potential mediators were BTL (thallium in blood), UTL-
CRT (thallium in urine) and HPYR-CRT (hydro pyrene). The correlation matrix that was
used as input data for PROC REG of SAS was computed as in the other three settings and is
displayed on table 23. The results of the backward selection procedure at α = 5% showed that
BMI, Gender and Smoking were associated with TSH while Adol-edl, Season, Adol-brd,
Gender and Smoking were associated with BTL. Age and Smoke were associated with UTL-
CRT whereas Season and Smoke were associated with HPYR-CRT. Table 24 in the Appendix
shows the details of the results obtained from the backward selection. Figure 10 shows the
path diagram for the proposed model. Like before, the variable Adol-edl was not considered in
the model. The number of parameters to be estimated were 76 while the number of observed
elements of the covariance matrix was 91 implying that the model was over identified and thus
estimable. The results of the fitted model yielded RMSEA and SRMR values 0f 0.094 and
0.066 respectively suggesting the fit of the proposed model was mediocre. This is not suprising
as the backward selection procedure suggested that none of the exposures (potential mediators)
considered were associated with the outcome TSH. Nevertheless, the model is still useful as for
each test for indirect effect, specific paths as opposed to the entire model are considered. Fur-
ther more, the modeling of the paths between exposure and outcome although not significant
are still needed inorder to be able to estimate the value and significance of the indirect effect.
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Figure 10: Proposed model for outcome TSH

Table 16 shows the results obtained from the analysis. An indirect effect of covariate Daily
smoker on outcome TSH through HPYR-CRT was detected. There was also an indirect season
effect of Winter on the outcome TSH through HPYR-CRT. Age had a direct effect on the
outcome TSH while Gender had both a direct and total effect on the outcome TSH.

Effect Total effect Direct effect Specific indirect path Indirect effect
Ex smoker to TSH -0.029 (-0.419, 0.390) -0.038 (-0.434, 0.381 ) Through BTL 0.003 (-0.009 , 0.038 )

Through HPYR-CRT 0.006 (-0.005, 0.033 )
Through UTL-CRT -0.001 (-0.028, 0.022 )

Daily smoker to TSH -0.177(-0.383, 0.010) -0.225 (-0.435, -0.036 ) Through BTL 0.014 (-0.010 , 0.123 )
Through HPYR-CRT 0.032 (0.003, 0.105 )
Through UTL-CRT 0.003 (-0.029, 0.104 )

Winter to TSH 0.166 (-0.156, 0.423 ) 0.138 (-0.184, 0.384 ) Through BTL 0.015 (-0.019 , 0.066)
Through HPYR-CRT 0.013 (0.001, 0.038 )

Spring to TSH -0.082 (-0.419, 0.187 ) -0.096 (-0.441, 0.173 ) Through BTL 0.007 (-0.008 , 0.048)
Through HPYR-CRT 0.006 (-0.001, 0.024 )

Summer to TSH 0.251 (-0.281, 0.784 ) 0.244 (-0.282, 0.808 ) Through BTL -0.014 (-0.060 , 0.021)
Through HPYR-CRT 0.017 (-0.005, 0.068 )

AGE to TSH -0.113(-0.275, 0.035 ) -0.112 (-0.267 , -0.042 ) Through UTL-CRT -0.001 (-0.019 , 0.016)
Gender to TSH -0.210 (-0.365, -0.034) -0.196 (-0.380 , -0.010 ) Through BTL -0.014 (-0.060 , 0.021)
Adol-brd to TSH -0.129 (-0.353, 0.090) -0.134 (-0.355, 0.087 ) Through BTL 0.005 (-0.009, 0.034 )

Table 16: Summary of results for tests of indirect effect with corresponding 95% bootstrap CIs
for outcome TSH
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5 Discussion and conclusion

This project was concerned with determining whether some or all of the covariates of inter-
est had an indirect effect on some outcomes through apriori chosen exposure variables. The
outcomes considered were 4, namely TSH, FT3, FT4 and SHBG. This necessitated the con-
sideration of 4 distinct models. To test for mediation or indirect effect, Structural Equation
Models (SEM) was chosen because unlike linear regression approach to mediation analysis, it
allows the fitting of several paths at one go, single goodness of fit statistics are reported that
enable one to assess the overall fit of the paths to the specified data. Moreover, they allow for
testing for many indirect effects in at one go. All this properties make SEM approach quite an
appealing tool for mediation analysis.

For each outcome, several exposures were considered as potential mediators. Maximum like-
lihood (ML) was chosen as the best estimation method in this setting. ML assumes that the
data stem from a multivariate normal distribution. If the model is specified correctly, and if
the sample size is sufficiently large, ML provides parameter estimates and standard errors that
are asymptotically unbiased, consistent, and efficient. Furthermore, with increasing sample
size the distribution of the estimator approximates a normal distribution. In the event that the
assumption of multivariate normality is violated and this happens often and is unavoidable in
practice, the results obtained can be seriously misleading. Fortunately, simulation studies have
suggested that under conditions of severe nonnormality, ML parameter estimates are still con-
sistent but not necessarily efficient. Morever, when ML is used with bootstrapping, as was the
case in this project, the normality assumption may be relaxed and thus one can be confident
that the inference made from the analysis is valid[24].

ML also has some other features that make it useful in mediation analysis. ML comes with for-
mal statistical tests of overall model fit for overidentified models such as RMSEA and SRMR
that are not available with many other estimators. In the event of missing data, as was the case
in this project, the missing data mechanism may be ignored if the missing data mechanism
is deemed to be Missing At Random (MAR). Multiple imputation (MI) is another alternative
that may be pursued to deal with the missing data especially in instances where non likelihood
methods are to be used. The parameter estimates are averaged over the set of analyses and the
standard errors are computed using the average of the standard errors over the set of analysis
and the between analysis parameter estimate variation. Presently, MPLUS does not support
mediation analysis with muiltiple imputed data [21].

The outcomes and exposures to be considered were determined apriori. The task therefore was
to determine the covariates to be used for testing. This was done by use of backward selection
procedure. All variables selected were associated with the exposure(s) under consideration at
α = 5%. In testing the indirect effect, the Sobel product of coefficient method was used. In
order not to rely on the likely incorrect assumption that the the size of indirect effect, b ∗ a,
are normally distributed across samples from the same population. Bootstrapping was used to
obtain confidence intervals for estimates of b∗a for the purpose of making inference [14]. The
results of indirect effect were documented under each of the outcome variables.

For outcome SHBG, no indirect effects were detected for covariates Daily smoker and Ex
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smoker. Daily smoker was significantly associated with the outcome, 8.592 (0.701, 16.577),
however this association ceased to be significant when the covariate outcome relationship was
assessed while controlling for the exposure HPYR-CRT. Smoking has been shown to be a pre-
dictor of HPYR-CRT [8], however, this predictor effect does not carry over to the outcome
through HPYR-CRT. Therefore HYPR-CRT (hydroxy pyrene) does not mediate the effect of
smoking on SHBG.

For the case of outcome FT3, Age was found to have a significant negative total -0.156 (-0.213,
-0.099) and direct effect -0.142 (-0.199, -0.086) on FT3. Indeed, this seems to be in agreement
with what has been documented in literature from studies of reference intervals for thyroid hor-
mone levels from birth to adulthood which suggest that FT3 levels decline with age [33]. The
presence of cadmium (UCD-CRT) and thallium (UTL-CRT) in urine is indicative of moderate
to longterm exposure which increases with age [2]. This is because as one ages, there is an
accumulation of levels of cadmium and thallium in the body. Therefore a persons age may be
a predictor of the level of exposure in the body, however this predictor effect can not be carried
over to the outcome FT3 through the exposures of cadmium and thallium detected in urine. As
such the exposures cadmium and thallium detected in urine can not be deemed to be mediating
the effect of age on FT3. Daily smoking was found to have an indirect effect on FT3, 0.015 (
0.001, 0.050), through thallium detected in urine. This suggests that, compared to those ado-
lescents who have never smoked, adolescent smokers have 0.015 pg/ml higher levels of FT3
due to the mediation effect of thallium detected in urine. Research has shown that smoking is
associated with exposure to thallium [4]. It was seen that smoking has an indirect effect on FT3
through thallium and therefore thallium mediates the effect of smoking on FT3.

For the outcome FT4, Age was found to have a significant total 0.034 (0.010, 0.058) and direct
effect 0.031 (0.006, 0.056). The results obtained contradict what has been documented in lit-
erature from studies of reference intervals for thyroid hormone levels from birth to adulthood
which suggest that FT4 levels decline with age [33]. There was also a significant total 0.066
(0.021, 0.107) and direct effect 0.066 (0.021, 0.108) of Spring on FT4 suggesting that FT4
levels were much higher for participants whose measurements were assessed in spring than in
any other season. A review of literature did not yield any documentation suggesting that there
might be seasonal variation associated with FT4 levels. There is need therefore to investigate
further to determine whether the results obtained under outcome FT4 constitute chance finding.

For the outcome TSH, a significant direct effect of Age -0.112 (-0.267, -0.042) on TSH was
detected. The results suggest that TSH levels decline with increase in age, this finding has been
collaborated by most studies [33] [34]. There was a significant direct -0.210 (-0.365, -0.034)
and indirect effect -0.196 (-0.380, -0.010) of Gender on TSH. Female adolescents were found
to have lower levels of TSH than their male counterparts. This finding is also consistent with
some studies which have been conducted in the past [35].
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6 Limitations and recommedations

The data analyzed for this project comprised of missing data. The method used to estimate
parameters was Maximum Likelihood (ML). The use of likelihood based estimators makes the
missing data mechanism ignorable under the assumption of Missing At Random (MAR). Sensi-
tivity analysis was not conducted to check the impact of this assumption on the results obtained.

The mediation model framework adopted for this project was simple mediation model in which
a single mediating variable, M, was incorporated between the covariate, X, of interest and the
outcome Y for every indirect path considered. It may be interesting to consider models in
which multiple mediators are incorporated between the X and Y relationship for every indirect
path considered. Also worth considering is the counter factual framework in which interaction
between a covariate and mediator may be assessed.
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8 Appendix

Age BMI HPYR SHBG Adol-edl Adol-brd Season Par-edl Smoking Sober
Age 1
BMI 0.0125 1
HPYR 0.005 -0.017 1
SHBG -0.194 -0.383 0.121 1
Adol-edl 0.090 0.158 -0.004 -0.029 1
Adol-brd 0.134 0.116 -0.023 -0.222 0.018 1
Season -0.282 0.021 -0.097 0.105 0.141 -0.259 1
Par-edl 0.002 -0.147 -0.001 0.108 -0.534 -0.068 0.048 1
Smoking 0.325 -0.090 0.137 0.055 0.078 0.141 -0.083 -0.035 1
Sober -0.033 0.017 0.025 0.115 0.163 -0.096 -0.008 -0.360 0.154 1

Table 17: Polychoric, polyserial and pearson product moment correlation for outcome SHBG

Outcome Covariate P-Value
SHBG Par-edl 0.0157

Age 0.0005
Adol-brd 0.0095

BMI < 0.0001
Sober 0.0108

HPYR-CRT 0.0284
HPYR-CRT Smoking 0.0146

Table 18: Variables selected for SHBG outcome with P-value less than 5%

Age BCD BMI FT3 UCD UTL Gender Adol-edl Adol-brd Season Par-edl Smoking
Age 1
BCD 0.061 1
BMI 0.0317 -0.011 1
FT3 -0.144 -0.033 -0.057 1
UCD -0.144 0.082 -0.092 0.115 1
UTL -0.086 -0.010 -0.020 0.140 0.221 1
Gender -0.044 -0.035 0.093 -0.637 -0.0235 -0.05577 1
Adol-edl 0.109 0.490 0.194 0.049 -0.005 -0.021 -0.137 1
Adol-brd 0.083 -0.014 0.095 -0.109 -0.087 -0.074 0.118 0.121 1
Season -0.186 0.027 0.037 0.043 0.005 0.021 -0.167 0.0919 -0.218 1
Par-edl -0.067 -0.017 -0.201 0.074 0.043 -0.037 -0.099 -0.489 -0.102 0.037 1
Smoking 0.326 0.202 0.020 -0.002 -0.130 0.122 -0.012 0.245 0.045 0.027 -0.167 1

Table 19: Polychoric, polyserial and pearson product moment correlation for outcome FT3



Outcome Covariate P-Value
FT3 Season 0.0017

Age < 0.0001
Gender < 0.0001

BMI < 0.0001
Smoking 0.0471

UCD-CRT 0.0332
BCD Adol-edl < 0.0001

Par-edl < 0.0001
Gender 0.0062

BMI 0.0282
Smoking 0.0077

UTL-CRT Age 0.0019
Smoking 0.0002

UCD-CRT Age 0.0141
Smoking 0.0421

BMI 0.0421

Table 20: Variables selected for FT3 outcome with P-value less than 5%

Age BMI FT4 HPYR UCD Gender Adol-edl Adol-brd Season Par-edl Smoking
Age 1
BMI 0.032 1
FT4 0.191 -0.047 1
HPYR 0.047 0.007 -0.061 1
UCD -0.144 -0.092 -0.117 0.227 1
Gender -0.044 0.093 -0.086 0.043 -0.023 1
Adol-edl 0.109 0.194 -0.038 0.035 -0.005 -0.137 1
Adol-brd 0.083 0.095 0.085 0.071 -0.087 0.118 0.121 1
Season -0.186 0.037 0.022 -0.081 0.005 -0.167 0.092 -0.218 1
Par-edl -0.067 -0.201 0.044 -0.093 0.043 -0.099 -0.489 -0.102 0.037 1
Smoking 0.326 0.020 0.071 0.175 -0.130 -0.012 0.245 0.045 0.027 -0.167 1

Table 21: Polychoric, polyserial and pearson product moment correlation for outcome FT4

Outcome Covariate P-Value
FT4 Age < 0.0001

Gender 0.0184
Adol-brd 0.0495

UCD-CRT 0.0418
HPYR-CRT Season 0.0453

Smoking < 0.0001
UCD-CRT Age 0.0141

Smoking 0.0421
BMI 0.0421

Table 22: Variables selected for FT4 outcome with P-value less than 5%



HPYR Age BMI BTL TSH UTL Gender Adol-edl Adol-brd Season Par-edl Smoking
HPYR-CRT 1
Age 0.047 1
BMI 0.007 0.031 1
BTL 0.005 0.112 -0.003 1
TSH 0.037 -0.078 0.084 0.037 1
UTL 0.076 -0.086 -0.020 0.429 0.030 1
Gender 0.043 -0.044 0.093 -0.187 -0.108 -0.056 1
Adol-edl 0.035 0.109 0.194 -0.023 -0.025 -0.021 -0.137 1
Adol-brd 0.071 0.083 0.095 0.102 -0.046 -0.074 0.118 0.121 1
Season -0.081 -0.186 0.038 -0.147 -0.040 0.021 -0.167 0.092 -0.218 1
Par-edl -0.093 -0.067 -0.201 -0.022 -0.017 -0.037 -0.099 -0.489 -0.102 0.037 1
Smoking 0.175 0.326 0.020 0.164 -0.156 0.122 -0.012 0.245 0.045 0.027 -0.167 1

Table 23: Polychoric, polyserial and pearson product moment correlation for outcome TSH

Outcome Covariate P-Value
TSH Gender 0.0043

BMI 0.0210
Smoking < 0.0001

BTL Adol-edl 0.0253
Season 0.0002
Gender < 0.0001

Smoking < 0.0001
Adol-brd 0.0231

UTL-CRT Age 0.0019
Smoking 0.0002

HYPT-CRT Smoking 0.0453
Season < 0.0001

Table 24: Variables selected for TSH outcome with P-value less than 5%



9 Software codes

/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
/*STARTING OVER !!! */
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/*IMPORTING DATA WITH NEW VARIABLE NAMES */

libname last "D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach" ;
proc print data=last.adol_sem;run;

PROC IMPORT OUT= last.med_data
DATAFILE="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\adol_sem_new.csv"
DBMS=CSV REPLACE;

GETNAMES=YES;
DATAROW=2;

RUN;

/* Creating 5 Datasets for each response */

title "TSH DATA";
data last.tsh;

set last.med_data(keep=persnr TSH adol_edl season par_edl gender
adol_brd bmi_cat bmi_con age_cat age_con smoking BTL UTL_CRT
HPYR_CRT);
run;

title "FT4 DATA";
data last.ft4;

set last.med_data(keep=persnr FT4 adol_edl season par_edl gender
adol_brd bmi_cat bmi_con age_cat age_con smoking UCD_CRT HPYR_CRT);
run;

title "FT3 DATA";
data last.ft3;

set last.med_data(keep=persnr FT3 adol_edl season par_edl gender
adol_brd bmi_cat bmi_con age_cat age_con smoking
BCD UCD_CRT UTL_CRT);
run;

title "SHBG DATA";
data last.shbg;

set last.med_data(keep=persnr SHBG gender adol_edl season par_edl
adol_brd sober bmi_cat bmi_con age_cat age_con smoking HPYR_CRT);

if gender=1;
run;
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------ */
/* MISSING DATA PATTERNS */
/*------------------------------------------------------------------------------ */

* TSH DATA ;
data tsh_pat;
set last.tsh(keep=TSH adol_edl season par_edl
gender adol_brd bmi_con age_con smoking BTL UTL_CRT
HPYR_CRT);
run;

proc mi data=tsh_pat nimpute=0;
var TSH adol_edl season par_edl gender adol_brd
bmi_con age_con smoking BTL UTL_CRT HPYR_CRT;
run;

* FT3 DATA ;
data ft3_pat;
set last.ft3(keep=FT3 adol_edl season par_edl
gender adol_brd bmi_con age_con smoking BCD UCD_CRT UTL_CRT);
run;



proc mi data=ft3_pat nimpute=0;
var FT3 adol_edl season par_edl gender adol_brd
bmi_con age_con smoking BCD UCD_CRT UTL_CRT;
run;

* FT4 DATA ;
data ft4_pat;
set last.ft4(keep=FT4 adol_edl season par_edl
gender adol_brd bmi_con age_con smoking UCD_CRT HPYR_CRT);
run;

proc mi data=ft4_pat nimpute=0;
var FT4 adol_edl season par_edl gender adol_brd
bmi_con age_con smoking UCD_CRT HPYR_CRT;
run;

* SHBG DATA ;
data shbg_pat;
set last.shbg(keep=SHBG adol_edl season par_edl
adol_brd sober bmi_con age_con smoking HPYR_CRT);
run;

proc mi data=shbg_pat nimpute=0;
var SHBG adol_edl season par_edl adol_brd
sober bmi_con age_con smoking HPYR_CRT;
run;

* FREQ;
proc means data=last.med_data;
var age_con bmi_con;
run;

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* VARIABLE SELECTION SHBG */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*--- STEP 1-----:Compute polyserial and polychoric correlation ;
%inc"D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\polychor.sas" ;

%polychor(data=last.shbg, var= adol_edl adol_brd
season par_edl smoking sober, out=last.tetcorb_shbg, type=corr);

proc corr data=last.shbg polyserial;
with adol_edl adol_brd season par_edl smoking sober ;*ordinal;
var age_con bmi_con HPYR_CRT SHBG ;*continous ;

run;

proc corr data=last.shbg pearson;
var SHBG HPYR_CRT bmi_con age_con;
run;

*Import assembled corr into SAS;

PROC IMPORT OUT= last.corrm_shbg
DATAFILE="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\corrm_shbg.csv"
DBMS=CSV REPLACE;

GETNAMES=YES;
DATAROW=2;

RUN;

*--- STEP 2-----:Backward Selection of Covariates using LS;

proc reg data=last.corrm_shbg (type=corr);* using correlation
takes a/c of variable type;
model_outcome: model SHBG= par_edl adol_edl



season age_con adol_brd bmi_con smoking sober HPYR_CRT /selection=backward;
model_Exposure: model HPYR_CRT= par_edl adol_edl
season age_con adol_brd bmi_con smoking sober /selection=backward;
model_bmi:model bmi_con=smoking age_con /selection=backward;
model_smoke:model smoking=sober age_con/selection=backward;
run;quit;

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* M PLUS PREPARATION */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*------- SHBG------------------------------------------;

*Step 1:Get descriptive statistics for the file ;

proc corr data=last.shbg nomiss;run;

*Step 2 :Convert all of the missing values to a single missing value code;

data shbg_mplus;
set last.shbg(keep= smoking sober adol_brd
age_con bmi_con SHBG HPYR_CRT);
array allvars _numeric_ ;

if smoking=1 then smoking_1= 1;
else smoking_1=0;
if smoking=2 then smoking_2= 1;
else smoking_2=0;

do over allvars;
if missing(allvars) then allvars = 9 ;

end;
run;

proc print data=shbg_mplus;run;

*Step 3 : Export data for use in MPLUS;
proc export data=shbg_mplus outfile="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach
\desperate_method\shbg.txt" dbms=dlm replace ;
run;
-----------------------------------------------------------
! MPLUS CODE FOR OUTCOME SHBG
-----------------------------------------------------------

Title: Path Analysis with Indirect effects
Data:

File is "D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\desperate_method\shbg.txt";
FORMAT is FREE;

Variable:
Names are

adol_brd age bmi smoking sober SHBG HPYR smoke_1 smoke_2;
Missing are all(9) ;
Usevariables are adol_brd age bmi sober SHBG HPYR smoke_1 smoke_2 ;
!Categorical is ;! Categorical Outcome Variables
!Note WLSMV can’t be used with Nominal Variables

ANALYSIS:
bootstrap = 1000;
estimator = ML;
iterations=50000;

MODEL:
SHBG on HPYR smoke_1 smoke_2 adol_brd age bmi sober ;
HPYR on smoke_1 smoke_2 ;

MODEL INDIRECT:
SHBG ind smoke_1;
SHBG ind smoke_2;

OUTPUT:
cinterval(bcbootstrap);



/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* VARIABLE SELECTION FT3 */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*--- STEP 1-----:Compute polyserial and polychoric correlation ;
%inc"D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\polychor.sas" ;

%polychor(data=last.ft3, var=gender adol_edl adol_brd season par_edl
smoking , out=last.tetcorb_ft3, type=corr);

proc corr data=last.ft3 polyserial;
with adol_edl season par_edl gender adol_brd smoking ;*ordinal;
var age_con BCD bmi_con FT3 UCD_CRT UTL_CRT ;*continous ;

run;

proc corr data=last.ft3 pearson;
var age_con BCD bmi_con FT3 UCD_CRT UTL_CRT;
run;

*Import assembled corr into SAS;

PROC IMPORT OUT= last.corrm_ft3
DATAFILE="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\corrm_ft3.csv"
DBMS=CSV REPLACE;

GETNAMES=YES;
DATAROW=2;

RUN;

*--- STEP 2-----:Backward Selection of Covariates using LS;

proc reg data=last.corrm_ft3 (type=corr);* using correlation takes a/c
of variable type;
modelb: model FT3=adol_edl season par_edl age_con gender bmi_con adol_brd
smoking BCD UCD_CRT UTL_CRT /selection=backward;
modelc1:model FT3= BCD /selection=backward;
modelc2:model FT3= UCD_CRT /selection=backward;
modelc3:model FT3= UTL_CRT /selection=backward;
model_BCD:model BCD= adol_edl season par_edl age_con gender bmi_con
adol_brd smoking /selection=backward;
model_UCD:model UCD_CRT=adol_edl season par_edl age_con gender bmi_con
adol_brd smoking /selection=backward;
model_UTL:model UTL_CRT=adol_edl season par_edl age_con gender bmi_con
adol_brd smoking /selection=backward;
run;quit;

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* M PLUS PREPARATION-FT3 */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*Step 1:Get descriptive statistics for the file ;

proc corr data=last.ft3 nomiss;run;

*Step 2 :Convert all of the missing values to a single missing value code;

data ft3_mplus;
set last.dumvarft3(keep=FT3 season gender smoking age_con bmi_con
BCD UTL_CRT UCD_CRT);
array allvars _numeric_ ;

if season=1 then season_1=1;
else season_1=0;
if season=2 then season_2=1;
else season_2=0;
if season=3 then season_3=1;
else season_3=0;

if smoking=1 then smoking_1= 1;
else smoking_1=0;
if smoking=2 then smoking_2= 2;
else smoking_2=0;



do over allvars;
if missing(allvars) then allvars = 9 ;

end;
run;

proc print data=ft3_mplus;run;

*Step 3 :Confirming if N=324;

proc means data=ft3_mplus;
run;

*Step 4 : Export data for use in MPLUS;
proc export data=ft3_mplus outfile="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach
\desperate_method\ft3.txt" dbms=dlm replace ;
run;
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* VARIABLE SELECTION FT4 */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*--- STEP 1-----:Compute polyserial and polychoric correlation ;
%inc"D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\polychor.sas" ;

%polychor(data=last.ft4, var=gender adol_edl adol_brd season par_edl
smoking , out=last.tetcorb_ft4, type=corr);

proc corr data=last.ft4 polyserial;
with adol_edl season par_edl gender adol_brd smoking ;*ordinal;
var age_con bmi_con FT4 HPYR_CRT UCD_CRT ;*continous ;

run;

proc corr data=last.ft4 pearson;
var age_con bmi_con FT4 HPYR_CRT UCD_CRT;
run;

*Import assembled corr into SAS;

PROC IMPORT OUT= last.corrm_ft4
DATAFILE="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\corrm_ft4.csv"
DBMS=CSV REPLACE;

GETNAMES=YES;
DATAROW=2;

RUN;

*--- STEP 2-----:Backward Selection of Covariates using LS;

proc reg data=last.corrm_ft4 (type=corr);* using correlation
takes a/c of variable type;
modelb: model FT4= age_con season par_edl adol_edl bmi_con gender adol_brd
smoking HPYR_CRT UCD_CRT /selection=backward;
model_con_HPYR_CRT: model HPYR_CRT=age_con season par_edl adol_edl
bmi_con gender adol_brd smoking /selection=backward;
model_con_UCD_CRT: model UCD_CRT= age_con season par_edl adol_edl
bmi_con gender adol_brd smoking /selection=backward;
modelc1:model FT4= HPYR_CRT /selection=backward;
modelc2:model FT4= UCD_CRT /selection=backward;
run;quit;
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* M PLUS PREPARATION-FT4 */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*Step 1:Get descriptive statistics for the file ;

proc corr data=last.ft4 nomiss;run;

*Step 2 :Convert all of the missing values to a single missing value code;



data ft4_mplus;
set last.dumvarft4(keep=FT4 gender smoking bmi_con age_con adol_brd
season HPYR_CRT UCD_CRT);
array allvars _numeric_ ;

if season=1 then season_1=1;
else season_1=0;
if season=2 then season_2=1;
else season_2=0;
if season=3 then season_3=1;
else season_3=0;

if smoking=1 then smoking_1= 1;
else smoking_1=0;
if smoking=2 then smoking_2= 1;
else smoking_2=0;

do over allvars;
if missing(allvars) then allvars = 9 ;

end;
run;

proc print data=ft4_mplus;run;

proc freq data=ft4_mplus;tables smoking smoking_1 smoking_2;
run;

*Step 3 :Confirming if N=324;

proc means data=ft4_mplus;
run;

*Step 4 : Export data for use in MPLUS;
proc export data=ft4_mplus outfile="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\desperate_method\ft4.txt" dbms=dlm replace ;
run;

!------------------------------------------------------------------
! MPLUS code for outcome FT4
!------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Path Analysis with Indirect effects
Data:

File is "D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\desperate_method\ft4.txt";
FORMAT is FREE;
listwise=on;

Variable:
Names are
gender adol_brd age s bmi smoking FT4 HPYR UCD s_1 s_2 s_3 smoke_1
smoke_2;
Missing are all(9) ;
Usevariables are gender adol_brd age bmi FT4 HPYR UCD s_1 s_2 s_3
smoke_1 smoke_2;
!Categorical is adol_edl;! Categorical Outcome Variables
!Note WLSMV can’t be used with Nominal Variables

ANALYSIS:
bootstrap = 1000;
estimator = ML;
iterations= 100000;
!parameterization=theta;

MODEL:
FT4 on age gender adol_brd UCD HPYR s_1 s_2 s_3 smoke_1 smoke_2;
UCD on age bmi smoke_1 smoke_2;
HPYR on s_1 s_2 s_3 smoke_1 smoke_2;

MODEL INDIRECT:
FT4 ind bmi;
FT4 ind age;
FT4 ind smoke_1;



FT4 ind smoke_2;
FT4 ind s_1;
FT4 ind s_2;
FT4 ind s_3;

OUTPUT:
cinterval(bcbootstrap);
TECH1;

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* VARIABLE SELECTION TSH */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*--- STEP 1-----:Compute polyserial and polychoric correlation ;
%inc"D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\polychor.sas" ;

%polychor(data=last.tsh, var=gender adol_edl adol_brd season par_edl
smoking, out=last.tetcorb_tsh, type=corr);

proc corr data=last.tsh polyserial;
with adol_brd adol_edl gender par_edl season smoking ;*ordinal;
var age_con bmi_con BTL TSH UTL_CRT HPYR_CRT ;*continous ;

run;

proc corr data=last.tsh pearson;
var age_con bmi_con BTL TSH HPYR_CRT UTL_CRT;
run;

*Import assembled corr into SAS;

PROC IMPORT OUT= last.corrm_tsh
DATAFILE="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\corrm_tsh.csv"
DBMS=CSV REPLACE;

GETNAMES=YES;
DATAROW=2;

RUN;

*--- STEP 2-----:Backward Selection of Covariates using LS;

proc reg data=last.corrm_tsh (type=corr);* using correlation takes a/c of
variable type;
modelb: model TSH= par_edl adol_edl season age_con bmi_con adol_brd
gender smoking BTL UTL_CRT HPYR_CRT /selection=backward;
modelc1:model TSH= BTL /selection=backward;
modelc2:model TSH= UTL_CRT /selection=backward;
modelc2:model TSH= HPYR_CRT /selection=backward;
modelcon_BTL:model BTL= par_edl adol_edl season age_con bmi_con
adol_brd gender smoking/selection=backward;
modelcon_UTL_CRT:model UTL_CRT= par_edl adol_edl season age_con bmi_con
adol_brd gender smoking/selection=backward;
modelcon_HPYR_CRT:model HPYR_CRT= par_edl adol_edl season age_con bmi_con
adol_brd gender smoking/selection=backward;
run;quit;

/*-----------------------------------------------------------------
/* M PLUS PREPARATION-TSH */
/*-----------------------------------------------------------------

*Step 1:Get descriptive statistics for the file ;

proc corr data=last.tsh nomiss;run;

*Step 2 :Convert all of the missing values to a single missing value code;

data tsh_mplus;
set last.tsh(keep= TSH bmi_con smoking season gender adol_brd age_con
HPYR_CRT UTL_CRT BTL);
array allvars _numeric_ ;

if smoking=1 then smoking_1= 1;



else smoking_1=0;
if smoking=2 then smoking_2= 2;
else smoking_2=0;

if season=1 then season_1=1;
else season_1=0;
if season=2 then season_2=1;
else season_2=0;
if season=3 then season_3=1;
else season_3=0;

do over allvars;
if missing(allvars) then allvars = 9 ;

end;
run;

proc print data=tsh_mplus;run;

*Step 3 :Confirming if N=324;

proc means data=tsh_mplus;
run;

*Step 4 : Export data for use in MPLUS;

proc export data=tsh_mplus outfile="D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\
desperate_method
\tsh.txt" dbms=dlm replace ;
run;

!------------------------------------------------------------------
! MPLUS Code for Outcome TSH
!------------------------------------------------------------------
Title: Path Analysis with Indirect effects
Data:

File is "D:\Year 2\sem2\Thesis_new_approach\desperate_method\tsh.txt";
FORMAT is FREE;
Variable:
Names are

gender adol_brd age s bmi smoking TSH BTL HPYR UTL smoke_1 smoke_2
s_1 s_2 s_3;

Missing are all(9) ;
Usevariables are gender adol_brd age bmi TSH BTL HPYR UTL
smoke_1 smoke_2 s_1 s_2 s_3;
!Note WLSMV can’t be used with Nominal Variables

ANALYSIS:
bootstrap = 1000;
estimator = ML;
iterations=100000;

MODEL:
TSH on bmi gender smoke_1 smoke_2 s_1 s_2 s_3 adol_brd age BTL HPYR
UTL ;
BTL on smoke_1 smoke_2 s_1 s_2 s_3 adol_brd gender;
HPYR on smoke_1 smoke_2 s_1 s_2 s_3;
UTL on age smoke_1 smoke_2;

MODEL INDIRECT:
TSH ind smoke_1;
TSH ind smoke_2;
TSH ind s_1;
TSH ind s_2;
TSH ind s_3;
TSH ind age;
TSH ind gender;
TSH ind adol_brd;

OUTPUT:
cinterval(bcbootstrap);
TECH1;
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